PAC MEETING MINUTES  
September 14, 2020

AFR Fire Station 20  
7520 Corona NE  
Albuquerque, NM 87122

MEMBERS PRESENT:  
Christopher G. Ortiz  
Jason Hackett (Zoom)  
David J. Chapek (Zoom)  
Michael J. Cross (absent)  
Shawn P. Williams (absent)  
Scott B. Wilson  
Shelley Kleinfeld (absent)  
Andrew Ortega (Zoom)  
Kelly Garvin (absent)  
James Allday (Zoom)

OTHERS PRESENT:  
Dr. Kimberly Pruett  
Lisa Rae Scott  
Scott Mathena  
Brian Rose (Zoom)  
Dr. Habrat  
Dr. Medora  
Dr. Crook

Minutes

I. CALL TO ORDER
Members present were: Scott Wilson, Jason Hackett, David Chapek, Andrew Ortega and James Allday.

II. REVIEW OF September 14, 2020 AGENDA
Motion By: Jason Hackett. Second By: Andrew Ortega. All Approved

III. REVIEW OF July 13, 2020 MINUTES
Motion By: James Allday. Second By: Andrew Ortega. All Approved

IV. MCB REPORT & EMS GUIDLINES-Dr. Kimberly Pruett
- Tourniquets: on procedure page to state that the tourniquet needs to stay on.
- Ibuprofen for headache: removed and clarified.
- Adult/Ped foreign body/airway: just made them align with each other.
- Joule setting for hypothermia: set at 360
- Is hanging traumatic arrest: should be worked as a Cardiac Arrest
- Benadryl
Major Guideline updates need to be thought about now for January 2021, so changes and updates can be brought to the MCB in December

David Chapek because Domestic Violence is on the rise he would like to add for October to add numbers and resources.

V. AFR/BCFD Reports: Committee Chief Chris Ortiz, the Chairman of the PAC stated that Dr. Braude did a side by side comparison of the Masimo & Invos Cerebral Oximetry mobile devices for data collection. On all Cardiac Arrest. Masimo is too big and bulky. Invos is more portable. Masimo has agreed to give us 20 to do a real study. He also mentioned the Uber Health, ride share option. This is a pilot program and that an appointment needs to be made for services to be provided. 55 years and older, Aging and Long Term Aging have vouchers. They would just have to schedule 2 days ahead of trip. Starting with clients that have been identified from the HEART program. This is just an alternative for transport concerns.

Bernalillo County Chief Rose, Chief Cross retired in and he will be taking that place. They will be working with the Cabinet Secretary Office for training as ombudsman to help with neglected and or abused patients. To increase the protection of the elderly population.

VI. AAS/SAS/AMR/SNL/PHI REPORTS: David Chapek from Albuquerque Ambulance mentioned they are using electronic hospital charting. Hospital Hub is what they are using and have stopped paper charting. Advantage is to get charts up to the cloud for whatever they search required. Scott Wilson from Superior Ambulance stated that they have a backlog on getting certain drugs and other items. They have increased trucks in Santa Fe (2) and possibly another (1). He also mentioned the Special Skill Training and the addition of the 6 new intermediates so they have 12 which help with staffing. Scott Mathena from Kirtland Fire Department said they are transitioning to Image Trend and that they should be able to talk to other Image Trend sharing Code information from AAS and them. Andrew Ortega from PHI said that they have transported Covid patients from the West. They are experiencing the same issue of getting supplies of pharmacy items are hard to get. They have partnered with Rico Air. Getting there blood supply has eased up.

VII. SYSTEM ISSUES: Committee Chair Chris Ortiz Free standing EDs that the 911 would be activated. It did happen and it worked. Gunshot wound, family was transporting and family called when they were on their way to a Pres. Now facility. Dr. Medoro stated that it would be a Stat transfer. (30 minute transfer time.) Dr. Habrat mentioned how slow transfer transport is from Lovelace more so then Presbyterian. She also mentioned coming up with a system or better way that’s faster then what is presently being used. She can provide information from other facilities she has worked at for inter-facility transports. Chief Ortiz, Andrew Ortega, David
Chapek have volunteered to be on the sub-committee to put worth recommendations for the Medical Control Board. Dr. Pruett will add this to the Medical Control Broad meeting Agenda. Chief Ortiz stated that setting up a meeting since all the players on using Image Trend. System metrics is something that should be addressed. Testing has been done on the current version changes so that everyone knows that they have the most updated version of protocols/guidelines. The EMS Training format has changed to Virtual Continuing Education. David Chapek from Albuquerque Ambulance stated they also have On-Line training. Jason Hackett from Albuquerque Fire asked the question if Image Trend chart sharing had been established.

VIII. NEW BUSINESS: Committee Chair Chris Ortiz gave the update on when the work on Presbyterian’s Sky Bridge would start. October 5-9 construction will start with Oak Street to Spruce Street will be partially closed. October 6th those streets will be totally closed.
Dr. Medoro stated that the hope is the 911 to Urgent Cares system will be up and running by the end of the year or early next year.
Committee Chair Chris Ortiz mentioned that those that want to remain on the PAC that have expired can re-apply and a link will be provided.

X. PUBLIC COMMENTS: NONE

XI. ADJOURNMENT:

Motion to Adjourn Meeting By: Jason Hackett. Second By: David Chapek.
All Approved.

***NEXT MEETING: November 9, 2020 @ 9:30am***